Master realised by Nicolas Pierre-Yves
Figure realised by Julie Ludmann

This kit in resin contains:
-A complete resine kit of M-42 Duster (Libanese, Vietnam and Jordan version)
-A figure of Bashir Gemayel (“Lebanese Forces” leader, Christian militia)
-A manual of assembly in two sheets first side / reverse.
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
-On the first sheet: the manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and parts required for each step are
indicated at the top left of each picture (part number relating to the nomenclature of second sheet).
- On the second sheet: you will find the nomenclature that is to be placed next to the sheet for assembly in
refer to each number.
-So a historical text.
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They should not be
allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It Is recommande to use glue cyanoacrylate.
Historic:
The M-42 Duster is based on the hull of the tank M41 Walker Bulldog, American design. Its primary function
is air-defense with turret-mounted self propelled dual 40mm Bofors guns M2A1 automatic. However, it is
more effective for ground firing against infantry and can carry six crew members.
Designed in 1952, it entered service in 1953 in the U.S. (Army and National Guard( and partipated widely in
the Viet Nam War or by other country as Germany Japan or Vietnam People’s Army (from capture).
The M42 will be much used in Lebanon, recovered in Jordanians stock, who used it also.
At Lebanon, the main actors are used it, are: Lebanese Army and various militias such as, Lebanese Forces,
the Army of Arab Lebanon of Ahmad al-Khatib, the Tigers of National Liberal Party (PNL) or the Kataebs.
Some example of camouflage possible for this kit:
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Book or website of information
-“30 Years of military vehicles in Lebanon” by Samer
Kassis for sale on Miniature Model here http://modelminiature.perso.sfr.fr/bazar.html
-More pictures on the Flickr page here:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/75387893@N03/sets/
http://www.militaryheritage.org/Duster.html
http://www.militaryheritage.org/Duster.html
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